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Please use the form below to log in, or click the signup tab to create a new account. Please let us
know if you have any questions or comment on how we run HifiManuals. The owners manual is used
as an reference guide, instruction manual and instruction book. This data is collected and thus
shared with Google. Got it. Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal
usage. Looking for other manual For this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could
suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open
downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files
are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page
needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you
cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant
AUDIO forum topics JVC CA302T center Hy! Van nalam egy JVC center.Bekapcsolas utan nehany
masodperccel kikapcsolt. A vegfok melletti tranyo labainak a forrasztasa repedt volt.Ahogy
mozgattam, le is kapcsolt a vedelem.Viszont, ha feszesen tartottamforrasztashoz nyomtam a labait,
akkor mukodott rendesen, hang is volt. Megforrasztottam, zarlat sincs, megsem szol azota. Ha
gyorsan tekerem, akkor le lehet halkitani.Es meg ami erdekes, hogy a trafonal van 3 bizti. Egy a
trafo elott, 2 utana. Viszont az egyik hozza sem er a foglalathozki van tagitva duplajara.Amiket
talaltam hasonlo gepkonyvekben, mindket bizti kell a mukodeshez.Ez meg anelkul is megy.Ezert is jo
lenne legalabb a tap meg a vegfok rajz. Tehat 1.nincs hang miota megforrasztottamviszont nem
kapcsol ki, 2.hangero gomb bedilizett, 3.trafonal 3. bizti mi lehetOlyan hibat produkalt nemreg, hogy
a PLAYt megnyomva REC modban indult el. Leszedtem az elolapi paneljat a fopanelrol es a
csatlakozo lapkakat megtisztogattam amennyire tudtam,
ill.http://gospel-pour-100-voix.com/fichiers/newsletter/boss-rc-50-manual-espa-ol.xml

carver av 705x manual, carver premiere av-705x manual, carver av 705x manual.

Tovabb akarok tekerni FF es elindul REV iranyba. Ezt azzal tudom kikuszobolni, hogy nyomva tartom
a FF gombot meg 23 mpig es akkor valoban arra teker, amerre en szeretnem. FFREVFF szedelgese
utan. Buheralva nem volt korabban, pusztan kazetta megvilagitas kerult bele teljesen kulonallo
taprol es egy AB oldal jelzo optocsatolos elektronika, de ez is a kulon tapon.Vegul is nem egy akkora
problema, csak bosszanto. Ha valaki ismeri a keszuleket es tapasztalt mar hasonlot.Relay needed I
Have a Sony STRV55 stereo receiver and need a relay for it. It is 24 volt and the Soney part number
is 151534700. RY801 on the schematic. Can anyone give me an idea how to cross reference the Sony
part number. I am not having much luck finding it on line. I could not go further because of the
carbonized resistors that I do not know their value I can only guess that they are values small, in the
order of ohms. The schematic diagram I downloaded, from the address received by the kindness of a
colleague is not complete it is a single page missing Q29Q30Q31Q3 and resistors
R115R116R117R118 which are completely carbonized, at other resistors I could see their
value.Thanks in advance! Finally, I found the missing partIf hard to describe the symptom, it is
difficult to verbally defined clearly, attach pictures or sound of the phenomenon! Tell what was you
have done so far search contact error, which parts has examined or changed yet, etc. The incorrectly
named topic suspended and will be deleted after 48 hours. Suspended state while others are not
able to comment until you correct the address.You can write in English language into the forum not
only in Hungarian. All Rights Reserved. All trademarked names, logos, and brands are property of
their respective owners. All company, product and service names used in this website are for
identification purposes only. Their use does not imply endorsement by any brand unless expressly
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stated. I did find the Owners manual and a set of
schematics.http://www.videlec.be/ressource/boss-rc-50-manual-deutsch.xml

ThanksNothing else is required to service them. What is the problemResources saved on this page
MySQL 15.79% vBulletin Optimisation provided by. Please choose a different delivery location.Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your credit
card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try
again.Please try again.This is NOT an original as originals are out of print, but we use the best scans
available. Plastic Comb Bound with clear plastic on front and back covers to help protect manual. All
manuals are in public domain or printed with permission. Then you can start reading Kindle books
on your smartphone, tablet, or computer no Kindle device required. In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register
a free business account If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates
through seller support To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we
don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. I am
hooking up a TFM15cb amp to it I have a carver55x Is this hum coming from the unit with no
speakers connected, or is it heard through the speakers. What sources are being used. What cables
Are thereany common sources of interference near. Troubleshooting is difficult without much
information.Now it wont Power up at all what do I do If so, your amp has DC Offset, meaning a
damaged amplifier. The static noise you heard, may have been DC voltage on the speaker output. If
you are interested in having your Carver repaired, please visit my website at audioserviceclinic.com.
You may contact me there. Thank you.The only place that might have one is the service centre in
Snohomish Washington. I have rebuilt MANY 1.

5ts.what led you to believe it is the transformer. They rarely go, unless the amp was overfused.
Shout me back.I can probably help you.Answer questions, earn points and help others. I dont know
of the availability of the schematics outside of service centers. Is there a. Can you provide us with
the problem that you have. Perhaps we can guide you through the. The best that an owner can get is
the users manual. This is a standard. Sansui QRX7500. service manual English honestsoul99.
Related Catalogues. HiFi Buyers Guide. Sansui Hifi Manual s Free Service Manual s, Owners I have
tried most of the manual sites and they offer user manual s but not service manual s. one thing for
sure Yamaha will. Answer questions, earn points and help others. I no longer have the manual. I
have read that the amp is rated at 125watts x 5 or 180watts x 2. Does it matter what banana jacks I
connect into. Also, is there anything else significant in the manual. I am trying to avoid the purchase
of the manualit does not seem that it would provide a lot of operating info. Any other significant
insights in reagards to this amp Thanks Its just that theres less demand on the power supply when
only two channels are driven. Bluebook The right price. Every time. Virtual Systems Let the world
see what youve built. Merch Rep the community and hobby you love so much. SIGN UP LOG IN
Forum The conversation begins and ends here. Learn Welcome to Audiogon. Selling to make room
for new amplifier. Amplifier in perfect working condition and with very good cosmetics. This
amplifier does an outstanding job. 375.00 Sorry, this listing has ended. Also drives Dunlavy speakers
well.I drive model LCR. I moved many years ago and misplaced box and owners manual. The Carver
site has the owner manual. I will print it off and create a bundled owners manual if you do not want
to go to Carver site. The amplifier will be meticulously packed with pictures emailed to you.

The amp has been properly maintained with preventive maintenance check from Rita Amp Repair,
caps,bias, channel output etc Add 3% paypal pattipat100 member since November 2009 Last 12
months 0 0.0% Alltime 48 100.0% Items from this seller Need Help. NEWSLETTER Weekly Digest of
hottest items, coupons, offers and more. Search results for found ask for a document File Date Descr
Size Popular Mfg Model Found in chassis2model Found in repair tips Various dca1824. It only takes
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30 seconds to sign up, so join the discussion today! For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should
upgrade or use an alternative browser. Pics available on request. Something went wrong. View cart
for details. Sell on eBay Sell Vintage Manuals User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice
Norton Secured powered by Verisign. ALS silver edition owner CT26v owner manual. Dear all FREE
Phase Linear, Sunfire, Carver owner and service manuals. CT26v owner, CT26v, CT26v
specifications. CT27v owner, CT27v specifications.Carver DPL33 owner manual. Carver DPL33
service manual. I would like to know what I purchased it without. And also will a unit from another
unit.ex. ct26v. View and Download Carver M1.5 service manual online.Also for Sd390t, Sa390t. To
start viewing messages,Capable of 30020,000 Hz, Celestion Axi2050 is one of a kind. Short story.
The oem power cord was about a foot too short and wimpy. Replaced it with some 14awg sjew about
a foot longer and a good three prong plug. Ill fix that! Grounded the replacement cord to the amp
chassis. Not good. Not good at all. The speakers let out an awful squall and the amp let out its magic
smoke. Anyhow, the protection light is lit on only two channels. I assume they are the ones affected.
Heres a pic of the boards. The first pic is a good one on the outside of the amp, the next board is the
toasty one.

What are the odds of fixing this amp by replacing only this or is it likely when the board is removed
theres going to be more damage Best I could tell it says; RCD 135, 2R7ohm5%, H 96161. What is it
and where do I find it. Why is there plastic tape under the output devices. Not much thermal grease
under it either. Hard to tell from the pics, but in my experience it doesnt look too bad. Usually a
toasted resistor is not readable and the board would show some evidence of heat. R47 is a 2.7 ohm
2W according to the schematic from this link. Do a quick test to see if its ok. Does there appear to be
any points where the PCB might have been shorting to the chassis Best I could tell it says; RCD 135,
2R7ohm5%, H 96161. What is it and where do I find it. Not much thermal grease under it either.
Wogg Music Published projects PPA100 Bass Guitar Amp, ISO ElCheapo Sub, Indy 8 2.1 powered
sub, MicroSat, SuperNova Minimus Hard to tell from the pics, but in my experience it doesnt look
too bad. Does there appear to be any points where the PCB might have been shorting to the chassis
Doesnt it have to be removed to test Just any 2.7ohm 2W wirewound Not registered at hifiengine,
mind sending that schematic in a pm.If you did cut it, then replace.Wogg Music Published projects
PPA100 Bass Guitar Amp, ISO ElCheapo Sub, Indy 8 2.1 powered sub, MicroSat, SuperNova
Minimus As far as looks go, q15 looks no different than the other transistors. Maybe its just the dust
bunnies in the picture. The insides need a good cleaning. Pulling the thermal tape around reveals no
cuts. Ill let you guys know how it goes. All the smoke started when I grounded the chassis and only
the two channels that were hooked up went into protection. WhyAs far as looks go, q15 looks no
different than the other transistors. All the smoke started when I grounded the chassis and only the
two channels that were hooked up went into protection.

Why My guess is there was something shorted that should not have been and the speaker probably
completed the circuit. How are your speakers BTW.Heres a link back to the Carver site when I
replaced the boinked rca plugs. Again checked the rca plugs to be sure they were not grounded, all
good there. Waited till the replacement resistors came in, then pulled the black one out. It checked
good. Went ahead and replaced it with the new one anyway. Pulled the rest of the boards out and
havent seen anything that looks like smoke came from it; nor did I smell anything burnt. Ill pull the
heatsink from the board this weekend and look for any funny looking areas on the backside of the
boards. Those suckers are the first things to go when an amp fails, in my experience its 99% of the
time fabricated anecdotal statistics are the best!. Heres a page on how to test BJTs with a
multimeter. You should be able to test them on the board OK, though the reverse resistance may not
look open like it should, but it will be higher than forward. Chances are youll see a dead short from
emitter to collector on one or more devices, indicating that sucker fried internally.Wogg Music
Published projects PPA100 Bass Guitar Amp, ISO ElCheapo Sub, Indy 8 2.1 powered sub, MicroSat,



SuperNova Minimus. Create one here. Ill put it to you this way, he hooks up his highly acclaimed
Carver Silver 7 tube It seems I fell into some luck as my AV 505 are one of the Jim Croft.FREE Phase
Linear, Sunfire, Carver owner and service manuals. AV220. AV405, AV405 service, AV405
specifications. AV504x. AV505, AV505, AV505 23 Feb 2009 Manuals and free owners instruction pdf
guides. Find the user manual and the help you need for the products you own at
ManualsOnline.Creators are allowed to post content they produce to the platform, so long as they
comply with our policies. United Kingdom. Company number 10637289. We usually ship same day
and item reaches you within 2 weeks.

Usually it takes maximum 1 month to reach anywhere in world. I am offering up for sale 2 items, my
Integra DTR 5.9 and Carver AV705x 5 channel amp. I would very much prefer this to be local and by
local I am willing to drive up to 2 hours one way to make the transaction. The Integra was just
serviced and has a brand new HDMI board. Its amp section hasnt been used in over 4 years as I
have been using the Carver. It has never been abused, never been driven hard. It works just as good
as it did when it was new. I have the original remote and manual. Its listed as 90 wpc x 7, its got 4
HDMI ports, upscaling, Zone 2, and preouts. No phono input but its got component, svideo, optical,
coaxial and composite inputs. A link to the owners manual is here A better breakdown of the specs
are here An Engadget review Here are a few pics of the Integra I have already. It literally still looks
new. Stock photos are below It has THX knobs on the back that are used to adjust the gain if needed.
Please note, some of these are not functional, as in they dont increase or decrease the gain. This
does not affect the sound. In addition some of the RCAs are bent, but again it still functions with no
issues. Some of the RCA grounds pulled free due to RCAs that were too tight, they have been
reattached and again this amp is fully functional. Here are some pictures of the Carver Here are
some pics of the THX knobs, I have been told its easy to fix them, I simply dont have the skills to
solder the parts myself. Payment via PayPal as a gift or add 3% as I need to get 550 after any fees. I
am not making any money here on this sale, these items are priced IMHO to move. I am happy to
answer any of your questions, but this is a limited time deal. If I dont sell these items quickly the
item I am looking to purchase will go away and then I will need to keep these items. So if you want
them, move fast, there will be no price reductions on this.

Also note, I will not sell separate unless I have a buyer for both the Integra and Carver. I must sell
both pieces to get the item I am looking to buy. Also I was wondering what brand of RCA cables are
you using. They look pretty nice. Also I was wondering what brand of RCA cables are you using.
They look pretty nice. LOL Good luck on the sale btw, the amp alone is worth it. I am hoping
someone looking for HDMI 1.3 capabilities and a nice amp to resell or keep themselves will jump in.
I will miss the Carver if it goes as it was my first dedicated amp and allowed me to jump to the LSis
when the price was right on them. If this stuff doesnt sell, I will probably end up keeping the Carver
forever, possibly get it worked on to iron out all the kinks, and use it for a home distributed audio
setup since I can run a mess of speakers off it in either parallel or series. I may keep the Integra as
well for a tertiary setup, or to use to distribute the audio since it has both main and zone 2 preouts
To me awhile to sell the parasound and 2Bs without ship. I am sure it will sell for what you are
asking I have a box for the Integra and can find one for the Carver although they are both somewhat
heavy. Not willing to sell them individually without the other having a buyer lined up. If interested
PM me for details. Also depends on if the item I am looking to purchase is still available as well.
Someone drove 2 hours to get them. Now, I am subless. It takes a while to find someone local. It too
me about 4.5 months to sell locally. Time to play the long game. If you want to get involved, click one
of these buttons. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. I really like the SQ of the Sunfire products ans decided to try biamping my wide
channels or side axis channels as they are called in my Sunfire manual.



First I was surprised by the size of this thing, about 50 pounds and the size of a carry on bag with
wheels you take on a plane. I wanted to evaluate the SQ before dropping it into my main rig so I
propped it up on a couple of chairs and connected it to my desktop system driving a pair of JBL 230
speakers. I was expecting the power of a sledge hammer and instead this amp was as delicate as a
flower, almost tube like. Music just floated effortlessly from my speakers and when things became
more dynamic no strain, no collapse just effortless rendering of the signal. All i can say is that I think
that is why this amp presents music so effortlessly, it has a giant reserve to tap whenever it needs it.
I am going to move this amp into my HT rig and now I feel I need to get a Carver 2 channel amp for
my desktop I have been spoiled. Another nice thing about getting this amp is it has Made in USA
stamped on it so no skimping on manufacturing costs. I highy recommend this amp.There are many
fans of the Carver gear that share your observations of the gear they have or have had in their rigs
throughout the years. I would like to correct you on this quoted statement above though, or at least
shed some more light on the subject. Also, I know Bob pretty well and he is not a believer in high
quality capacitors, resistors, wiring and the like. Ill put it to you this way, he hooks up his highly
acclaimed Carver Silver 7 tube amps to power strips. Yes, I know that they used Monster wiring in
some of the equipment but Bob to this day does not believe it made a difference. The BOD at Carver
Corp. Perhaps you have heard of the Cherry 180s. At an audio event held before they came out to
the public, some friends and audio enthusiasts got together and built prototypes of this amplifier
high atop a mountainside in NC. Somewhere around 6870 of them total. Bob simply does not believe
that upgraded parts make a difference in the end result.

or if they do, he isnt interested in adding them in during production in order to keep costs down.
Many manufacturers share the same thought on keeping a reign on production costs. This was not a
decision made by Bob himself, but after the board decided to oust Bob from making the final
decisions at Carver Corp. These were to be the pinnacle of Bobs work. For the most part, the
Lightstar gear sounded really, really good but production was limited to extremely limited on all of
the Lightstar gear. For example, if my memory serves me correctly, there may only be less than 100
Lightstar amplifiers and somewhere around a hand full of preamplifiers. Tom Real sound is my
reference and while perfection may not be attainable.I saw some info about the AV 505 I want to
share.Check out this review of the 705 BTW, it must be interesting to hang out with the man himself.
After the 505 goes in my HT rig I need to hunt down another Carver amp for my desktop. I am
thinking of the 220, any suggestions.I will be picking up mine either down in Atlanta or at the same
event we built the amps at a few years ago. All of the mods and upgrades have been completed and I
can post a picture then. Also, I would like to correct myself. I misspoke about the tube amplifier. The
amps I have waiting for me are the prototypes of the VTA20S Black Magic tube amplifier. Different
tube types, in mono configuration on a glass base with all upgrades and mods including the internal
wiring. When I pick it up, Ill be happy to snap a shot for ya. In the meantime, heres a shot of one
heck of a fun stereo system we built in 09. Silver 7s, pair of Silver 9s I think only 3 were ever made,
the rare Lightstar pre we were speaking about, prototype ribbon speakers never put into production
along with some other audio goodies we played with for a couple of weeks up on the mountain. We
will be headed back up in about a month. Good times! Real sound is my reference and while
perfection may not be attainable.

There is enough power there to launch the space shuttle. So can you recommend a Carver 2 channel
setup for my desktop please.BTW, if memory serves, I think that was about 2K watts of pure tube
power. Really fun to play with and listen too. Tom Real sound is my reference and while perfection
may not be attainable.If you do ever decide to go with separates, without getting into the rare or
unobtainable Carver equipment. I would start to look at the M500ts. I have heard almost every
amplifier Carver has ever built and all of the various mods as I reviewed them all and it is of my
observations that the M500t has the sonic characteristics and headroom to do your speakers justice.
The second runner up for you from me would be the Carver M4.0t. Either one would do your office



rig good. I will be there this year as well. Tom Real sound is my reference and while perfection may
not be attainable.I am using a Sunfire TG3 for 2 channel and really like sonic holography. How do
you think it compares to the Sunfire Classic Tube preamp for 2 channel. BTW, thanks for the
invitation to the site and the event.Any chance you can do a google hangout with Bob while you are
there It is 250 watts into 2 channels. I really liked the AV 500 in two channel, any opinion on the
A500 Thanks Life keeps getting in the way. Ill answer your questions the best I can in the order
given. Many people who have heard the gear agree. Parts and the scarcity of them is what prevented
me from acquiring any of the Lightstar gear though. I think Rolland and perhaps James Sauter are
the only two people in the world that have some of the most important parts needed for certain
repairs and some parts are no longer available period. I didnt feel like paying that much for what
may have amounted to a pretty doorstop one day. Also, the headroom on the Lightstar amplifier was
not really what I expected it to be.

It was clean all of the way up but ran out of headroom rather quickly when pushed under really
demanding loads. This obviously wasnt a problem with the Silver 7s and 9s. The Black Beauty is a
much smaller amplifier in terms of power but Bob did it right. This amp is best suited for a lighter
load, 4 ohms or higher. The sound is very pleasing, fluid and enjoyable with plenty of detail without
congestion within instruments or vocals. I am talking about the stock Black Beautys and not the
upgraded ones. The upgraded ones are a completely different animal as they use different tubes that
utilize different voltages and double the output. If memory serves, both the upgraded and stock
Black Beauties can be configured to run mono or stereo. When it comes to Sunfire gear, I really
never paid it that much attention. The sonic signature that they offered were not really what I was
looking for. You might want to hit up the boys over at the other two forums to see what their
observations are with regards to Sunfire. With what little I did pay attention too with Sunfire, I do
have some positive audible memories from the Sunfire Classic tube amp. I dont recall having any
with the TG3 but I wouldnt hold that as set in stone and I would most definitely would take my
observations with a grain of salt when it comes to Sunfire gear. Like I said, I never really paid them
that much attention. We have tried in the past multiple times to coordinate and offer a live feed from
Carverfest but the internet is spotty and even though Tim one of the owners of the Watershed
Cabins has made many upgrades to the internet, it has just become way too much trouble than its
worth. What we have done in the past to get around this was to have folks offer any questions they
would like to ask Bob prior to hosting the event. Then we video tape the questions and answers and
post them online.

Even though I started the event, I have not attended the past two years so I dont know what the
plans are for this years fest. The boys over at both forums would know more as I passed the torch to
them a couple of years back. Sorry, but its not like we hold the event in the middle of a major
metropolitan city.its literally out in the vast boontillies of the mountains of NC, very close to the
Tenn. Ill put it to you this way, we are lucky to have a grocery store 7 miles away. Regarding the
AV500, once again, Im a 2 channel guy.never paid any attention to the AV stuff. The only one I ever
had in rotation was the CT17 way back when I had a TV hooked up to the rig when it was in my
office. Those days are long gone. Congrats on the new toy. New toys are always fun! Tom Real sound
is my reference and while perfection may not be attainable.Sounds like a great time Tell Kim I have
bacon ray ring me for couch space or get a cabin.Not for the entire time but I will be coming up on
most likely a Thursday and staying until Sunday. Subject to change depending on business. We will
be down in WS1, the Daniels old cabin. Kimmie and the little one are planning on making it this year
as well, most likely just for the weekend. Can you believe hes 7 years old now. Time flies my man.
Tom Real sound is my reference and while perfection may not be attainable.Open to offers. Great
amp, just hums in my system. Most of the preamps that I have heard vary little until you move up to
the Lightstar, Sunfire, or Cseries the likes of the C16 or C19. Welcome to the WBF Sassassin. Most
of the Carver gear is found on Craigslist or EBay. Carver Corp. has been out of business for a while



now. Tom Real sound is my reference and while perfection may not be attainable.Good luck! This
should help you in your journey. Happy hunting!!! Tom Real sound is my reference and while
perfection may not be attainable.

A place where audiophiles and audio companies discuss existing and new audio products, music
servers, music streamers and computer audio, digital to audio converters, turntables, phono stages,
cartridges, reel to reel, speakers, headphones, tube amplifiers and solid state amplification. Founded
in 2010 Whats Best Forum invites intelligent and courteous people of all interests and backgrounds
to describe and discuss the best of everything. From beginners to lifelong hobbyists to industry
professionals we enjoy learning about new things and meeting new people and participating in
spirited debates.


